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End of Term Letter
Headmaster

Dear students, parents and friends,
House Drama this year was a delight: the Hall was packed, the scripts were original and well
crafted, and the actors were superb. The only thing that dampened the evening for me was
having to give Ruskin an ill deserved fifth place. They had overrun quite considerably and their
program wasn’t the best which earned them substantial penalties and prevented them from
placing higher. Despite that, their play was absolutely brilliant and had a very powerful message that can teach us a lot this Christmas.
The play followed a hero and his sidekick, played by Daniel Oduwole and Simon Sanusi, as they
traversed hostile landscapes and battled fearsome adversaries including goblins and bandits.
Their courage and determination was underpinned by a brotherly love for one another, no
small amount of very funny jokes, and a walk that had me in stitches every time they performed it. As the play went on, it started to cut to a far more serious storyline of a young student, played by Joseph Adams-Grace in Y7, experiencing great difficulties in his new school. He
found himself alone, deserted by the one and only friend he had, facing bullying and persecution from a group of unrelenting older students. It was harrowing to watch.
As the hero’s quest reached its climax, so too did the young boy’s battle with the bullies. Just as
we thought the hero was going to meet his last, he screamed “PER ARDUA AD SUMMA” and
slew his nemesis. He then sat on the side of the stage with the young boy, as a figment of his
imagination, giving him the courage to, metaphorically speaking, do the same. The boy found
his courage too and stood up to those who would belittle him and his friend, a victory enjoyed
by everyone in the audience and which left a deep impression on me.
Our values of courage in the face of adversity, compassion for one another, and commitment
through difficulties were there for all to see in Ruskin’s play. But so too, through the imaginative script, clever staging, and glorious acting, was our fourth value - creativity - which Ruskin
had in spades. I offer my congratulations to them and to Daniel for his well deserved best actor
prize.
The sense of enjoyment in the normality felt that evening has been present throughout the
term. It has been wonderful to be able to hold our usual assemblies, run the assault course,
hold remembrance events, campaign for Movember, compete for the Nat-West Vase and do all
the usual things that make working at Wallington County Grammar School unique and rewarding. Long may it last.
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I must thank our PTFA for another tremendous year of fundraising in very difficult conditions.
They have been as generous as ever in supporting the School and have funded a great many
projects including:
a new blast chiller and new cooking pans for the Food technology Department (£4,591)
a new ‘Little Annie’ for practicing CPR in Wellbeing lessons (£218)
continued funding for the WCGS PE and Sport Website (£568)
two new table tennis tables for playgrounds (£1,370)
continued funding for the Accelerated Reader Programme in KS3 (£1,000)
a £100,000 contribution to our bid to the Department for Education for an extension to
the WCGS cafe, kitchen and library/drama facilities (as yet unsuccessful but to be
repeated this year)
It is with no small amount of regret that I must announce the departure of Mr Robertson as
Assistant Head Teacher, Director of Sixth Form. Mr Robertson joined the School as a Teacher
of History in 2012. He was quickly promoted to the role of Year Leader and became Assistant
Head Teacher in 2018. Mr Robertson has been a dedicated rugby coach, House Master of Carew and has run a great many trips including the ski trip. He raised £21,152 for Young Lives vs
Cancer in 2020 by running 1000km in 100 days. Mr Robertson will be taking up a role in project management with Airwalk Reply consulting.
Mrs Jennings will now become Director of Sixth Form and Miss Rao has been promoted to the
role of Year Leader. Mr Davies will become a Sixth Form Year Leader in May 2022 at which
point Miss Rao will begin inducting the new Y7 ready for September 2022.
We will be undertaking some re-timetabling to backfill some of the teaching commitments of
these members of staff with the support of Mr Togbolah and Mr Ofori-Quarteng, both alumni
and recent graduates in classics (University of Nottingham) and political science (University of
Birmingham) respectively.
Mr Beales, our PE Technician, has accepted a job as Teacher of PE at Woodmansterne School.
He will be replaced by Mr Cole, also an alumnus of the School.
All that remains is for me to wish you a very merry Christmas and a happy New Year.
Yours faithfully,
Jamie Bean
Headmaster
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School council has enjoyed a great first term full of debate and energy as students bring their ideas and views
on how to make our school a better place. A small sample of many of the ideas that have been discussed include:


Allowing students to see why
they were awarded a commendation as part of the SIMS
emails, rather than just being
notified that they got one;



A planned exploration of vegan
options within the school canteen;



Curriculum changes during
RAG week to focus on the subject area links with the charity
to which we are donating;



A notice board in the Year 8
playground;



Attitudes towards female uniform in the Sixth form;

These were then followed up in a meeting with the Senior Leadership Team where we worked towards implementing these changes. As a result, several changes have been introduced to the way our school works:




Communications regarding Commendations and behaviour points have become more regular and detailed in the information they provide;
The Sixth Form Pastoral Team have issued clarifications on uniform policy;
Mr Bean is working actively with the Cafe to improve options for vegans and vegetarians;

In addition, the use of Google classrooms as a means of communication between council members has been a
great way to keep the flow going. Not only has this improved communications between representatives, but
also allows senior staff to ask questions directly of councillors. Thus far, questions about Sixth Form Wellbeing
lessons and improving access to support for students feeling down have been posed, with great feedback. As a
result, we have relocated our student ‘worry box’ to a more discrete location outside Mrs Owen’s office. Hopefully, even small changes like this can make a real difference.
In the next few months we aim to create a project to be working on for the next year in response to some of
the suggestions picked up in our meetings whilst simultaneously picking up any feedback the students may be
giving as the year progresses. On top of this we want the school council to have a more active role in fundraising within the school. More on this will be discussed later on in the school year.
Thank you to everyone involved thus far, and most importantly to the overall council leader Dr Meek who has
been amazing in helping myself, Ibrahim and Leo in running the meetings as efficiently and effectively as we
can.
Elliot Nomafo and Ibrahim Rabie (Presidents of School Council)
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A Virtual Trip to Madrid and Paris!

Given that it is still difficult to take a trip to Spain/France this year, the MFL team decided to take Y8 on a virtual tour of Madrid and Paris!
Students “visited” the main attractions of their respective cities such as the Eiffel Tower, Montmartre and the
Arc de Triomphe in Paris and the Palacio Real and the Plaza Mayor in Madrid. They researched some typical
foods and learnt about the Dos and Don’ts of eating tapas! Daniel Luck really enjoyed “exploring La Plaza
Mayor and discovering how many stereotypical views of Spain are actually incorrect! For example, Churros (the
traditionally Spanish sweet treat) are usually eaten at breakfast or afternoon tea and not for pudding. Did you
know that Spanish food isn’t necessarily spicy; it just has lots of spices in it?” He also loved the “insight into
Spanish history” the tour of Plaza Mayor provided as “it was built in 1617”.
Students even went on a thrilling rollercoaster ride at Madrid’s nearest theme park. Josh Mozak said, “My favourite place that we visited on the virtual trip was “Parque Warner”. In the park, we learnt about the Superman ride. We also watched a video that showed it to us. From what we saw, the ride was very fun and interesting. However, it could be scarier in real life.”

To finish the “trip”, students presented information about their favourite places of interest to their classmates.
¡Qué fantástico!
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SCOUTS NEWS
The Autumn term has really been the term when 16th Wallington Scouts has flourished into a "proper" Scout
troop.

The Year 8s Scouts who were invested in the Summer of 2021 have become the new Year 9 Patrol Leaders (PLs)
and Assistant Patrol Leaders (APLs) for the six patrols that make up the 16th Wallington.

These 12 PLs/APLs have been joined by an enthusiastic group of 18 Year 8s Scouts, who have attended with
great regularity after School.

We have also had the help of Mr Smith and Mr Cole, along with a band of 7-8 Year 10 Duke of Edinburgh (DoE)
students, who are using their volunteering with Scouts towards their DoE Bronze Award.

WCGS has nicely cleared a patch of vegetation behind the Sports Hall, which will be used as an outdoor space
which we can maintain. For the Autumn and Winter months, we also have use of part of the Sports Hall, which
has been fantastic with experimenting with games such as: pod football, dodgeball and bulldog!

We have had an action packed Autumn term, the highlights which included:







Biowac building;
Pumpkin Carving;
A fantastic demo of using the Trangia stove by DoE Volunteer Ibramhim Ali;
A celebration of Diwali where Scouts were able to share what Diwali meant for them in their home;
A fiendishly tricky Wallington High Street treasure hunt set my Mr Smith, and
A knotty relay to master some of the basic knots for camping.

We will be finishing off the term with a Film Night, with the film selected by the Panthers as Patrol Points leader
and a trip to the Craggy Island climbing wall.

In the Spring term we will:





Invest the current Year 8 Scouts;
Recruit Year 7 Scouts, and
Finalise plans for what will hopefully be the first 16th Wallington Scout camping trip in July!

Mr Nicholson
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Dance Club!
During Clubs and Societies this term, the members of Dance Club have been learning a dance routine to
‘Grease Lightnin’. They practised for an hour and a half with me each week, culminating in a performance
in front of the year 10 cohort and various staff members. Everyone was very impressed by their courage
in performing in front of their peers and the routine went down a storm, with Mrs Owen saying “it was
amazing!”
It is fantastic to see our students attending a club which is creative and offers something a bit different.
We are already starting to practise a new routine which will be continued in the next term.
Please see them in action below!

Mr Housden
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House Drama Competition
On 19th November, we were delighted to welcome parents and friends back into school for our first live drama
event in two years! House Drama didn’t disappoint as an opportunity to show off the wealth of talent we have at
WCGS. Given the stimulus of “confined spaces” we were presented with thrillers, drama, comedy, adventurous
quests and a sound roasting for certain members of staff! The whole evening was created and presented by the
students who wrote the performances, directed, acted, designed the lighting and sound, made the programme
and compered the evening: special thanks and congratulations to Oscar Sims and Henry Milne for tying the performances together with such wit and professionalism.

As ever, the judges had a huge challenge in selecting a winning house (and of course the outcome was highly
controversial) but Carew were deserving victors. Huge congratulations must also go to Daniel in Year 10 and Julie in Year 12 for wowing the judges and earning Best Actor and Best Actress.

Careers news
The autumn term is always busy supporting the Upper 6 in their applications to leading universities and top degree apprenticeship schemes. We have been running mock interviews for Oxbridge, medic and degree apprenticeship students with a range of outside contributors including some wonderful volunteers from our parent and
friends community – so thank you so much to those who have offered help.
The careers programme works closely with our wonderful clubs and societies and enrichment offer – including
guest speakers such as from Cancer Research and University of Warwick and more are planned for next term.
Huge thank you to Mazars who have sponsored two Young Enterprise teams in Lower 6 and provided wonderful
weekly support as the students get their businesses up and running! The competition starts in earnest in January.
We are delighted to have been able to continue our roll out of the Upskill Me platform to Year 10 and Lower 6.
This secure online platform allows students to record their experiences and achievements and identifying those
key skills that employers value so highly. Students can gain prizes including vouchers for the best engagement.
Our weekly Careers Catchup contains latest news from universities and top employers with a wide range of opportunities for students to sign up for – so anything families can do to encourage interest in those is always welcome.
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New Beginnings
And so you grit your teeth,
A fresh start, a new beginning,
And clench your fists,
This time it’ll be different,
And strap back on your boots.
You tell yourself
This time it will be different,
And slowly, you start to ascend;
You tell yourself
Bit by bit, step by step,
And faster now, you start to ascend;
You climb.
Bit by bit, step by step
But slowly, you start to grow tired, You climb back up
And find yourself slipping,
And though you’re feeling weary,
Slipping back into that endless cycle. You tighten your grip.
Plummeting back into that endless, And you look back down
unrelenting cycle
At that seemingly endless,
That tugs and pulls and drags you by Seemingly unrelenting cycle,
your feet
Grasping at empty air in the wind.
As you scramble and struggle to be
better.

The Season
Solitary snowflake softly spirals towards the ground,
Elegantly slicing through freezing air
Like a freshly sharpened blade.
Once vibrant trees now stand with branches bare,
As all colour seems to slowly fade
And I watch in wondrous despair.
But in this wintry realm of lifelessness,
Where icy Wind bites at your skin
And Apathy reigns supreme.
Where every moment is draining,
As bitter Night strangles Sun’s final gleams,
How does Hope endure, prevailing?
Well,
It’s in the laughter of friends,
And in the smiles of family,
Imbued in that perfect sip of hot chocolate
That goes straight to your chest
As you snuggle up on the sofa to watch tv.
It’s in the beauty of that single snowflake
In the glittering morning sunrise,
That Time itself halts to marvel at.
It’s in the festivals we hold,
That light up those dark nights,
Stage rebellions against Apathy,
Give comfort through wintry cold,
Winter 2021

Every year, the English department at
WCGS select a Poet Laureate to commemorate each half term.
A poet laureate is a poet officially appointed by a government or institution,
typically expected to compose poems
for special events and occasions.
Please enjoy two brilliant poems from
this academic year’s Laureate, Samuel
Ratnam (11WO).
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Year 7 Challenge Day
It was an absolute pleasure to run the first ever Y7 Fashion and Talent show as the
first Challenge day of 2021. Each House put together a ten minute performance inspired
by cultural diversity and we saw a wonderful range of cultural clothing, musical talent,
and dramatic performances. Huge thanks must go to the Form Tutors and Sixth Form
Prefects for supporting the students on the day.

Year 7 Lion King Trip
When you go to the Lion King play, there are a few thoughts that come to mind which you would expect.
You would expect very good songs, comedy and a brilliant story. I thought all of those things were
achieved in this performance and it was very entertaining. The transition from scene to scene was very
sharp and quick which astounded me quite a bit and a big chunk came out of the stage and rose up which
turned into a stairway and that was quite impressive. The only drawback which was quite minor was the
technical issues but apart from that, a thrilling performance and a certain one to watch in the pantomime
season. 10/10
Rinku Chaudhuri
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